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Economy leading up to the inception of Covid and the aftermath
Market Pre- vs. Post-Pandemic

• Leading into the 2020 Covid-19 crisis, key economic metrics were trading in normalized ranges, with the Unemployment Rate at an 
all-time low and inflation remaining contained at ~2%

• Covid resulted in the Unemployment Rate spiking to 15% very quickly, however action from Global Central Banks and Governments
stabilized the situation fairly quickly

• Implementation of record stimulus resulted in the Unemployment Rate falling back near all-time lows by mid-2022 put upward 
pressure on wages, however, has left the economy with other issues….

ECONOMIC BACKDROP

FDFR
10Y UST

CPI
Unemployment

Source: Bloomberg
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Federal Reserve balance sheet & congressional accommodation
Record Fed Action & Fiscal Stimulus

• By increasing the supply of money, the Federal Reserve has 
effectively provided downward pressure to interest rates

• Just as asset purchases lowered interest rates, the reversal 
of asset purchases could provide upward pressure to term 
rates even in the absence of Fed hikes

• Significant cash savings and pent-up demand during the 
pandemic bolstered the economy once mass vaccination 
was reached

– Fiscal stimulus includes the $2 trillion March 2020 Cares 
Act and the $1.9 trillion March 2021 American Rescue 
Plan

Source: Bloomberg

FEDERAL RESERVE BALANCE SHEET HISTORIC FISCAL STIMULUS

Source: Peter G. Peterson Foundation

in trillions ~$5.4 trillion of 
total stimulus

$800 billion

Other

The ~$5 trillion increase in the Fed’s 
Balance Sheet highlights the extraordinary 
efforts made to relieve stress and provide 

stimulus and liquidity

in trillions

Inception of COVID-19

Education Support
Other

Aid to Governments

Tax Incentives

Public Health & 
Related Spending

Unemployment 
Compensation

Support for 
Small Businesses
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Prices at multi-decade highs
Inflation

• While various inflation metrics have remained mostly tame for the past few decades, current price pressures stemming from the
Covid crisis have not been seen since the early 1980s

• Historically, the Fed and other Central Banks tighten monetary policy in order to stifle inflation. Primarily, the Fed’s tools to tighten 
policy are:

– Increase short-term borrowing rates (such as the Fed Funds Rate), and…

– Decrease the size of the Central Bank balance sheet (“Quantitative Tightening”)

INFLATIONARY INDICATORS

Source: Bloomberg
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Rates have historically set above inflation to constrain prices
Yields vs. Inflation vs. Fed Policy

• On past occasions where inflation had risen above palatable levels, Central Banks have tightened monetary policy by increasing their 
respective short-term borrowing rate (such as the Fed Funds Target Rate in the U.S.) 

– During record inflation in the early 1980s, the Fed pushed short rates as high as 20% to combat record-high inflation (Volcker era)

– Today we have an economy with primary inflation metrics (such as CPI) well-off 40 year averages, however, interest rates (Fed 
Funds Target Rate, Treasury yields, etc.) remain well below historical averages 

Source: Bloomberg

INFLATION CURRENTLY ABOVE RATES
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Increased costs carving into household balance sheets
Commodity Prices

Source: Bloomberg

• Energy costs have increased dramatically since spring of 2020; partly as a result of an initial supply chain disruptions coupled with 
drilling restrictions implemented by the Biden administration, however, the Ukraine – Russia war has further exacerbated the 
situation

• Higher energy costs have helped fuel inflationary pressures

GAS PRICES ENERGY PRICES

Source: Bloomberg

WTI Natural Gas

February 24th, Russia 
launched military 

invasion of Ukraine
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September 2022 FOMC Dot Plot Median

June 2022 FOMC Dot Plot Median

Market Expectation (Fed Funds Futures) as of 9/21/22

September 2022 FOMC Voting Member

The Fed’s tool to communicate its forecasted rate policy
September 2022 FOMC Dot Plot

FOMC DOT PLOT

Source: Bloomberg

• The FOMC hiked its policy rate by 75 basis points for the third consecutive at its September meeting, a unanimous decision to bring the target range 
to 3.00% - 3.25%

• Chair Powell stated, “certainly in my view, and the view of the Committee, there’s a ways to go” and they “will keep at it until the job is done” to 
bring inflation down to the target level of 2%

• September’s Dot Plot projects another 125 basis points of rate hikes this year and an additional 25 basis points by the end of 2023
– The median rate is now forecasted to be 4.4% by the end of 2022, up from 3.4% projected in the June dot plot, and peaking in 2023 at 4.6%
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MEDIAN FED FUNDS RATE

The Fed’s Summary of Economic Projections

REAL GDP

PCE DEFLATOR UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
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Implied 1m Term SOFR Curves

IMPLIED 1 MONTH TERM SOFR AS OF 10/21/22 VS. 8/1/22 VS. 1/1/2022
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• Despite 300 basis points of rate hikes YTD and balance sheet roll off of $95B per month, inflation has remained uncomfortably 
elevated, keeping the FOMC on their policy tightening path

– Headline consumer prices (CPI) for September reported at 8.2% YoY, decelerating from 8.3% in August, however 
exceeding estimates of 8.1%

• The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield has continued to climb to levels not seen since 2007, in response to higher-than-expected inflation 
figures and historically low unemployment 

– The market is pricing in an 81% chance of a 75-bp rate hike at the December meeting
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Economic Metrics

JOB OPENINGS VS. UNEMPLOYMENT RATE VS. PCE CORE DELATOR

Source: Bloomberg
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• The Fed’s top priority is to restore price stability, however there is limited evidence of a near term pivot in policy as employment data 
prevails persistently

– The Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) reported openings of 10.1 million in August, a 1.1 million decline, though
the ratio of jobs for every unemployed person remains well above the Fed’s ideal 1-to-1 ratio

– The Unemployment Rate in September slid to the multi-decade low of 3.5%, demonstrating more resilience in the labor force 
than the Fed would like to see 

– PCE Core deflator, the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge, increased from 4.7% to 4.9% in August, evidence that the Fed’s rate hikes 
thus far are not adequate
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Questions?
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Disclaimer
This presentation, and any materials that accompany it (referred to collectively as this “Presentation”) has been prepared by Citizens Financial Group, Inc. (NYSE: CFG) (and its subsidiaries, including 
Citizens Bank, N.A., Citizens Capital Markets, Inc., and/or JMP Securities LLC (collectively herein, “Citizens”)), and is exclusively for the benefit and internal use of the client to whom it is directly 
addressed and delivered (“Client”) in order to assist the Client in evaluating, on a preliminary basis, the feasibility of a possible transaction.  It has been prepared for discussion and information 
purposes only.

The information contained in this Presentation is confidential and proprietary to Citizens and should not be distributed, directly or indirectly, to any other party without the written consent of 
Citizens.  The information in this Presentation may be based upon management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are subject to change without 
notice.  In the preparation of this Presentation, Citizens has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of information available from public 
sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the Client. We make no representation or warranty (express or implied) of any nature, nor do we accept any responsibility or liability of any 
kind, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this Presentation. Changes to assumptions made in the preparation of this Presentation may have a material impact on 
results. Citizens does not and shall not undertake a duty or responsibility to update these materials or to notify you when or whether the analysis has changed.    

This Presentation is not intended as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities as defined under U.S. securities laws.  This Presentation is not intended to, and does not, 
constitute a valuation of the Client, a fairness opinion or a recommendation to the Client as to how its board of directors or shareholders should vote or act with respect to any strategic alternatives 
or transactions.

This Presentation does not contain advice in any respect as to the legal, regulatory, tax or accounting consequences of any potential strategic alternatives or transactions on the Client or the 
Client’s shareholders, and it is the responsibility of such parties to obtain advice on such matters from other qualified professionals. 

Any analyses of any potential strategic alternatives or transactions that may be available to the Client reflected in this Presentation are preliminary and are subject to the assumptions and 
qualifications set forth herein, as well as further review and modification by Citizens. Any valuation ranges or other estimates are solely illustrative and do not purport to be valuation advice and 
should not be relied upon as such. Any such advice would only be provided pursuant to an engagement letter or other definitive written agreement between the Client and Citizens.

Citizens Capital Markets, Inc. and JMP Securities LLC (as full-service securities firms) are engaged in securities trading and brokerage activities, and in providing investment banking, asset 
management, financing and financial advisory services and other commercial and investment banking products and services to a wide range of entities and individuals. In the ordinary course of the 
trading, brokerage, asset management, commercial banking and financing activities of Citizens, Citizens may at any time: (i) effect transactions for its own account or the accounts of its customers 
and hold long or short positions in debt or equity securities or other financial instruments (or related derivative instruments) of the Client or other parties which may be the subject of any 
engagement or transaction involving the Client; (ii) hold discussions with and provide information to clients, potential clients and other entities regarding various market and strategic matters 
(including potential strategic alternatives), which entities may include potential counterparties to a transaction or strategic alternatives involving the Client, and which matters may have included a 
possible transaction with the Client; and/or (iii) perform various investment banking, financial advisory, commercial banking and other services for clients and customers with pre-existing Citizens’ 
relationships or other clients and customers (including, but not limited to, potential counterparties to any potential transaction) who may have conflicting interests with respect to the Client. 
Citizens shall have no obligation to disclose such information to the Client, or to use such information in connection with any contemplated transaction herein.

The Client may be referred by an employee of Citizens Bank, N.A. to Citizens Capital Markets, Inc. and/or to JMP Securities LLC, so that the Client may receive securities products or transactional 
services (“Securities”) offered by either or both broker-dealers.  Employees of either or both broker-dealers may also refer the Client to Citizens Bank, N.A. for the provision of commercial banking 
services. The Client should note that (i) the Securities are offered by and/or through such broker-dealers, and not Citizens Bank, N.A.; (ii) Citizens Capital Markets, Inc. and JMP Securities LLC are 
affiliated with Citizens Bank, N.A., and all three are separate and distinct legal and corporate entities; (iii) the Securities are not bank deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citizens 
Bank, N.A.; (iv) the Securities are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other governmental agency; and (v) the Securities may be subject to investment risks, including 
possible loss of the principal amount invested by the Client. 

“Citizens Capital Markets” and “JMP Securities” are trade names under which corporate and investment banking products and services of Citizens Financial Group, Inc., and its subsidiaries, are 
marketed.  The licensed Securities representatives of Citizens Capital Markets, Inc. and /or JMP Securities LLC may also be employees of Citizens Bank, N.A.  The daisy device logo is a trademark of 
The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc used under license by Citizens Financial Group, Inc., and its wholly owned subsidiaries.

Independence of Research: Citizens prohibits its employees from directly or indirectly offering a favorable research rating or a specific price target, or offering to change a rating or price target, as 
consideration or an inducement for the receipt of business or for compensation. 
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